Reconstruction of behavior-relevant individual brain activity: an individualized fMRI study.
Different patterns of brain activity are observed in various subjects across a wide functional domain. However, these individual differences, which are often neglected through the group average, are not yet completely understood. Based on the fundamental assumption that human behavior is rooted in the underlying brain function, we speculated that the individual differences in brain activity are reflected in the individual differences in behavior. Adopting 98 behavioral measures and assessing the brain activity induced at seven task functional magnetic resonance imaging states, we demonstrated that the individual differences in brain activity can be used to predict behavioral measures of individual subjects with high accuracy using the partial least square regression model. In addition, we revealed that behavior-relevant individual differences in brain activity transferred between different task states and can be used to reconstruct individual brain activity. Reconstructed individual brain activity retained certain individual differences which were lost in the group average and could serve as an individual functional localizer. Therefore, our results suggest that the individual differences in brain activity contain behavior-relevant information and should be included in group averaging. Moreover, reconstructed individual brain activity shows a potential use in precise and personalized medicine.